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Abstract

Works on learning job title representation are001
mainly based on Job-Transition Graph, built002
from the working history of talents. How-003
ever, since the records are usually messy, this004
graph is very sparse, which affects the qual-005
ity of the learned representation and hinders006
further analysis. To address this specific is-007
sue, we propose to enrich the graph with addi-008
tional nodes that improve the quality of job title009
representation. Specifically, we construct Job-010
Transition-Tag Graph, a heterogeneous graph011
containing two types of nodes, i.e., job titles012
and tags (i.e., words related to job responsibil-013
ities or functions). Along this line, we refor-014
mulate job title representation learning as the015
task of learning node embedding on the Job-016
Transition-Tag Graph. Experiments on a public017
CareerBuilder12 dataset and a private Randstad018
dataset show interest of our approach.019

1 Introduction020

The learning of job title representation has received021

much attention in the recruitment field because the022

learned representation is beneficial to various tasks,023

such as job recommendation (Dave et al., 2018;024

Liu et al., 2019b), job title benchmarking (Zhang025

et al., 2019), and job mobility prediction (Zhang026

et al., 2021). However, in practice, learning a good027

representation is challenging for the following rea-028

sons: (i) Noisy data: job title data is noisy due to029

personal subjective reasons (i.e., spelling errors)030

or objective reasons (i.e., the resume parser is not031

perfect). (ii) Messy data: job titles are messy be-032

cause people have different ways of thinking, and033

naming conventions vary by company and indus-034

try. For example, there are many alternative job035

titles for the same position, e.g., “purchasing clerk”036

and “buyer”. Another problem is that due to the037

ambiguity of certain terms, they can refer to differ-038

ent positions in different contexts, e.g., “registered039

nurses sandwich rehab” and “sandwich maker”.040

For these reasons, standard approaches that aggre- 041

gate (e.g., mean or sum) word representations to 042

get job title semantic representation may lead to 043

mismatches. Moreover, semantic-based methods 044

ignore hidden relationships between job titles, e.g., 045

titles in the same resume may be similar. (Dave 046

et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) learn representa- 047

tions from graphs. They create graphs from career 048

trajectories, where nodes represent job titles, edges 049

represent job transitions. Then they design differ- 050

ent loss functions to embed the nodes into a low- 051

dimensional space. However, the generated graphs 052

are usually sparse due to the above reasons, limit- 053

ing the performance of graph-based methods. Stan- 054

dardizing job titles before generating graphs can 055

alleviate the sparsity issue to a certain extent, but at 056

the cost of losing some information. To tackle these 057

challenges, we propose to enrich graphs with struc- 058

tured contextual information and learn job title rep- 059

resentations through network embedding methods. 060

Specifically, inspired by domain-specific Named 061

Entity tags (i.e., RESponsibility and FUNction) pro- 062

posed in (Liu et al., 2019a), we treat the job title as 063

a combination of responsibilities, functionalities, 064

and other additional information. Words related to 065

responsibility and functionality are defined as tags. 066

We assume that job titles with the same tag describe 067

similar job functions or responsibilities, so they are 068

more likely to have similar representations. Along 069

this line, we construct Job-Transition-Tag Graph, a 070

heterogeneous graph containing two types of nodes, 071

i.e., job titles and tags, which carries more informa- 072

tion, thereby alleviating the sparsity problem. The 073

experimental results verify that the added nodes 074

can improve the quality of job title representation. 075

2 Methodology 076

2.1 Preliminaries 077

A graph/network is represented as G = (V, E), 078

with node set V and edge set E . Nodes and edges 079
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can optionally have a type, so a graph can be ho-080

mogeneous or heterogeneous. In the recruitment081

field, the career trajectory of talents can be repre-082

sented by graphs. Formally, consider a job seeker083

set U and their working history set H = {Hu}u∈U ,084

where the working history of each u is represented085

as a sequence of n work records ordered by time086

Hu = {J1, . . . , Jn}. The i-th record Ji is denoted087

by (ji, pi, oi), indicating that u is engaged in a po-088

sition (titled ji) during the pi period. oi represents089

other information related to this work record, like090

company name and job content. The set of job091

titles ji that occurred in H is denoted as J . Based092

on H, Job-Transition Graph (Figure 1a) can be093

constructed, which is formally defined as follows:094

Definition 1 (Job-Transition Graph) is defined095

as a directed homogeneous graph Gjj = (J , Ejj)096

generated from H, where J is a set of job titles,097

and the edge ejjxy ∈ Ejj represents the job transi-098

tion from the former job jx to the next job jy.099

2.1.1 Learning from Job-Transition Graph:100

An Overview101

Job-Transition-Graph is often used for job title102

representation learning tasks. The current proce-103

dure is to first build a Job-Transition-Graph, and104

then learn job title representation from it. More105

specifically, (Dave et al., 2018) first build Gjj106

and other two graphs. Then, the Bayesian per-107

sonalized ranking and margin-based loss functions108

are used to learn job title representations from109

graphs. Job2Vec (Zhang et al., 2019) constructs110

a Gjj , where the node denotes job title affiliated111

with the specific company, and a multi-view rep-112

resentation learning method is proposed. (Zhang113

et al., 2021) add company nodes in Gjj to build a114

heterogeneous graph. Then they use an attentive115

graph neural network to represent the company and116

job title nodes. As mentioned above, the job title117

and job transition data are messy. Therefore, Gjj118

may be sparse (Zhang et al., 2019). To alleviate119

this issue, a simple method is to standardize job120

titles. For example, (Dave et al., 2018) normal-121

izes titles by using Carotene (Javed et al., 2015),122

(Zhang et al., 2019) aggregates titles by filtering123

out low frequency words, and (Zhang et al., 2021)124

unifies titles according to IPOD (Liu et al., 2019a).125

Another method is to consider semantic informa-126

tion in addition to the graph topology, e.g., (Zhang127

et al., 2019) enforces job title representations to128

be close to each other if they share similar words.129

However, these methods either ignore the semantic130

information contained in job titles or separate the 131

semantic information from the topology structure. 132

2.1.2 Job Title Composition 133

Generally speaking, a job title usually consists of 134

three parts (Liu et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2019): (i) 135

Responsibility: describes the role and responsibil- 136

ity of a position from different levels (e.g., director, 137

assistant, and engineer). (ii) Functionality: de- 138

scribes the business function of a position from var- 139

ious dimensions (e.g., sales, national and security). 140

(iii) Additional Information: contains personal- 141

specific information. We denote the words related 142

to responsibility and functionality as tags, and they 143

form a tag set T . These tags are the essence of the 144

job title and provide important information about 145

the position. For example, job titles with the same 146

tag are more likely to describe the same level of 147

ability/authority or belong to the same industry. 148

However, few works directly include this infor- 149

mation in the representation learning scheme. In 150

this paper, we consider these tags when generating 151

graphs from working history. These tags can alle- 152

viate the graph sparsity problem of Job-Transition- 153

Graph and provide additional information for the 154

task of job title representation learning. 155

2.2 Proposed Graphs 156

In order to address the sparsity issue of Job- 157

Transition Graph mentioned above, we consider 158

adding more information when generating graphs, 159

i.e., tags related to the job responsibility or function, 160

driven by the composition of job titles. Along this 161

line, we define various types of graphs as follows: 162

Definition 2 (Enhanced Job-Transition Graph) 163

is based on Gjj with additional enhanced edges. It 164

is defined as Gjj
E = (J , Ejj ∪ Ejj

E ), where Ejj
E is a 165

set of enhanced edges. More specifically, if jx and 166

jy share a word w, then we add a bi-directional 167

edge between them, i.e., ejjxy and ejjyx. 168

As shown in Figure 1b, red dashed line represent 169

additional enhanced edges, e.g., “purchasing man- 170

ager” shares the tag “purchasing” with “purchasing 171

clerk”, so we add edges between them. 172

Definition 3 (Job-Tag Graph) is defined as a het- 173

erogeneous graph Gjt = (J ∪ T , Ejt), with job 174

titles and tags, two node types. Ejt is a set of 175

bi-directional edges between a job title and a tag, 176

representing the “has/in” relationship. 177

An example is given in Figure 1c, the job ti- 178

tle “automotive technician” has a tag “automotive”, 179
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purchasing manager

staff account purchasing manager

automotive shop manager

automotive technician
purchase agent

staff accountant

purchasing clerk 
telemarketer

customer service

(a) Job-Transition graph.

purchasing manager

staff account purchasing manager

automotive shop manager

automotive technician
purchase agent

staff accountant

purchasing clerk 
telemarketer

customer service

purchasing

(b) Enhanced Job-Transition graph.

purchasing manager

staff account purchasing manager

automotive shop manager

automotive technician
purchase agent

staff accountant

purchasing clerk 
telemarketer

customer service

technician

automotive

manager

purchasingpurchase

staff

accountant

(c) Job-Tag graph.

purchasing manager

staff account purchasing manager

automotive shop manager

automotive technician
purchase agent

staff accountant

purchasing clerk 
telemarketer

customer service

technician

automotive

manager

purchasingpurchase

staff

accountant

(d) Job-Transition-Tag graph.

Figure 1: Examples of four types of graphs, where small blue circles represent job titles, and green circles are tags.
The black lines represent job transitions, red dotted lines represent additional enhanced edges added when job titles
share a word, and green lines represent “has/in” relationships between a job title and a tag.

so the bi-directional edge ejt (i.e., the green line)180

means that “automotive technician” has the tag181

“automotive”, and “automotive” is in “automotive182

technician”. In order to aggregate more informa-183

tion, we further combine Job-Transition Graph and184

Job-Tag Graph to build Job-Transition-Tag Graph:185

Definition 4 (Job-Transition-Tag Graph) is de-186

fined as a heterogeneous graph Gjtj = (J ∪187

T , Ejj ∪ Ejt), with job titles and tags, two node188

types, and two edge types.189

Inspired by the achievements of network embed-190

ding models in the node representation learning191

problem (Hamilton et al., 2017), we apply differ-192

ent network embedding models to learn job title193

representation from the graphs defined above.194

3 Experiments195

3.1 Datasets196

Here, we provide details about our two datasets:197

CareerBuilder12 (CB12): an open dataset from198

a Kaggle competition1. It contains a collection of199

working experiences represented by sequences of200

job titles. For the node classification task, we use201

AutoCoder 2 to assign a SOC 2018 to each job title.202

The labeling details are given in Appendix A.1.203

Randstad: a private French resume dataset pro-204

vided by Randstad company, where each resume is205

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/
job-recommendation

2http://www.onetsocautocoder.com/plus/
onetmatch

parsed into multiple sections, an example is given 206

in Figure 3 of Appendix. Graphs are built from 207

EmploymentHistory section. 208

For both datasets, we use the Top200 tokens that 209

appear most frequently in job titles as tags. The 210

details of tag generation are given in Appendix A.3. 211

We assign the one-hot encoding of the correspond- 212

ing title for each title node as the node feature. The 213

vocabulary set is obtained by filtering words with a 214

frequency of 1 from the tokenized job titles. The 215

statistics of datasets and graphs are summarized in 216

Table 1. We can observe that the generated Job- 217

Transition Graphs (i.e., |V| and |Ejj |) are sparse. 218

#C #W |J | |Ejj | |Ejj
E | |Ejt|

CB12 16 1,682 9,216 20,640 6,475,850 22,108
Randstad 18 2,303 12,864 36,722 6,663,267 22,897

Table 1: Statistics of datasets and corresponding graphs,
#C represents the number of categories, and #W repre-
sents the vocabulary size for node one-hot encoding.

3.2 Experimental Settings 219

We evaluate job title representations obtained 220

through the node classification task. The baselines 221

used are listed below, and the detailed description 222

is given in Appendix A.4. 223

• Homogeneous: Node2Vec (Grover and 224

Leskovec, 2016), GCN (Kipf and Welling, 225

2016) and GAT (Veličković et al., 2017). 226

• Heterogeneous: metapath2vec (Dong et al., 227

2017), RGCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) and 228

HAN (Wang et al., 2019b). 229
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Node2Vec GCN GAT Mathpath2Vec RGCN HAN Word2Vec

C
B

12
Gjj 0.206/0.360 0.576/0.688 0.568/0.664 0.154/0.334 0.524/0.637 0.670/0.747

0.325/0.454Gjj
E 0.599/0.714 0.628/0.720 0.692/0.759 0.571/0.688 0.591/0.701 0.698/0.781

Gjt - - - 0.588/0.692 0.687/0.752 0.703/0.766
Gjtj - - - 0.588/0.692 0.703/0.766 0.742/0.797

R
an

ds
ta

d Gjj 0.201/0.304 0.520/0.616 0.529/0.593 0.166/0.282 0.388/0.536 0.592/0.665

0.279/0.391Gjj
E 0.523/0.623 0.484/0.621 0.607/0.677 0.469/0.585 0.452/0.580 0.607/0.689

Gjt - - - 0.590/0.665 0.552/0.643 0.572/0.663
Gjtj - - - 0.590/0.665 0.600/0.678 0.641/0.708

Table 2: Job title classification results (Macro-F1/Micro-F1). The score in bold is the best among all methods
applied to all graphs, and the scores underlined are the best in all graphs of each method.

• Semantic-based: Word2Vec (Le and Mikolov,230

2014). The representation of a job title is ob-231

tained by averaging word vectors in it.232

Our implementation is based on the DGL package233

(Wang et al., 2019a). The details of parameter234

settings are given in Appendix A.5.235

3.3 Results236

3.3.1 Job Title Classification237

Table 2 summarizes the best results of all methods238

on different graphs. We have the following obser-239

vations: (i) Among all graphs, all models usually240

have the lowest scores on Gjj because this graph241

is often sparse and can only provide limited in-242

formation. (ii) All models perform better on Gjj
E243

(except Macro-F1 of GCN) than Gjj , which shows244

that the enhanced edges provide additional infor-245

mation. One interpretation of enhanced edges is246

to add semantic information, i.e., if two job titles247

share the same word, they are more likely to be248

similar, which is represented by edges from the249

graph perspective. (iii) The heterogeneous models250

perform well on our proposed Gjtj , which indicates251

that the added tag nodes can effectively improve252

the quality of representation. Note that we did not253

apply homogeneous methods to Gjtj , but the re-254

sults on Gjj
E prove that the information given by255

tags is useful. For Metapath2Vec, we report the256

best results obtained by the meta-path Job-Tag-Job.257

(iv) The models with attention mechanisms outper-258

form the models without attention, demonstrating259

that the attention mechanism is good at capturing260

important information from noisy graphs.261

3.3.2 Visualization262

For a more intuitive comparison, we visualize the263

learned representations in Figure 2, and each color264

corresponds to an occupation category. Overall, the265

representations learned by HAN on all graphs are266

clustered into groups. However, when considering267

tags, representations are easier to be subdivided 268

further in each category. For example, as shown in 269

Figure 2d, the administrative occupation (orange) 270

can obviously be further divided into three sub- 271

clusters, which proves that adding tag nodes can 272

help capture more detailed information and make 273

the learned representation more informative. This 274

detailed information helps to classify the positions 275

further because we only classify job titles into the 276

root category (i.e., MajorGroup) in this work. 277

(a) HAN (Gjj). (b) HAN (Gjj
E ).

(c) HAN (Gjt). (d) HAN (Gjtj).

Figure 2: Visualization of representations (CB12).
Healthcare support (green), Healthcare practitioners
and technical (blue), Architecture and engineering (pur-
ple), Office and administrative support (orange) and
Transportation and material handling (red).

4 Conclusion 278

In this paper, we first propose to enrich Job- 279

Transition Graph commonly used in job title rep- 280

resentation learning tasks by adding tag nodes and 281

then learn job title representations through network 282

embedding methods. This enhanced graph can al- 283

leviate the sparsity problem, thereby improving the 284

quality of learned representations. Then we proved 285

the advantages of the proposed graph through the 286

node classification task on two datasets. Future 287

research lines will focus on learning from weighted 288

graphs and improving the tag generation. 289
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A Appendix371

A.1 Job Title Label Assignment372

In the original working experience dataset pro-373

vided by CareerBuilder12, job titles are not pre-374

labeled. Therefore, for the job title classification375

task, we use an online third-party API O*Net-SOC376

AutoCoder 3 to assign a Standard Occupation Clas-377

sification code (SOC) 2018 to each job title, as well378

as a match score (i.e., scores above 70 means that379

the correct code is accurately predicted at least 70%380

of the time). SOC 2018 is a four-level taxonomy381

structure, including MajorGroup (23), MinorGroup382

(98), BroadGroup (459) and DetailedOccupation383

(867). For example, O*Net-SOC AutoCoder as-384

signs the code 11-2022 (Sales Managers) for the385

title “sales director”, which belongs to the level386

of DetailedOccupation. 11-2020 (Marketing and387

Sales Managers) is BroadGroup level, 11-2000388

(Advertising, Marketing, Promotions, Public Rela-389

tions, and Sales Managers) is MinorGroup level,390

and 11-0000 (Management Occupations) is Major-391

Group level. In this work, we categorize job titles392

into MajorGroup. We have annotated a total of393

30,000 job titles. The developer guarantees that394

the code assigned to the title plus description has395

an accuracy rate of 85%. However, only the job396

title is provided in our experiments, so the SOC397

2018 code may be incorrectly assigned. For this398

reason, we filtered out job titles with scores below399

70. Therefore, 22,590 job titles remain.400

A.2 Randstad Data Description401

Figure 3 shows an example of parsed resume in402

Randstad dataset. We build graphs from Employ-403

mentHistory, which contains a JobTitle, and its cor-404

responding occupation labels (i.e.,JobCode, Job-405

Group and JobClass). The hierarchical taxonomy406

structure used in the Randstad dataset has a three-407

level hierarchy, where JobCodes are leaf classes,408

and each internal (JobGroup)/root class (JobClass)409

is the aggregation of all its descendant classes.410

There are 25 JobClasss, 295 JobGroups and 4,443411

JobCodes, respectively. In this work, we categorize412

job titles into JobClass.413

A.3 Tag Generation414

For both datasets, we first tokenize titles into to-415

kens and remove stopwords, numbers, and punc-416

tuation. The word frequency distribution of words417

3http://www.onetsocautocoder.com/plus/
onetmatch

PersonalInformation
Name
Address

EducationHistory
EducationItem

• EducationLevelCode: BAC2
• DegreeDirection: Technicien en maintenance industrielle
• StartDate: 2017-09-01
• EndDate: 2018-06-30
• InstituteName: AFPA MEUDON 92

EmploymentHistory
EmploymentItem
• Description: Contrôle des cartes électroniques et changes des  composants électroniques …
• StartDate: 2014-01-01
• EndDate: 2015-12-31
• JobTitle: Technicien électronique
• EmployerName: EBO (Courneuve) 93
• JobCode: Technicien Électronique (h/f)
• JobGroup: Ingénieurs, Projeteurs et Techniciens Électricité
• JobClass: Ingénierie

Figure 3: An example of parsed resume in Randstad.

in two datasets are shown respectively in Figure 4, 418

which are subject to the long-tail distribution, simi- 419

lar to the observation in (Zhang et al., 2019). Most 420

words appear only once, i.e., 53.55% of words only 421

appear one time in CB12 dataset, and this ratio 422

is 56.55% in Randstad dataset. Figure 4 further 423

shows the top ten and last ten frequent words in 424

each dataset. Obviously, high-frequency words like 425

“manager” and “sales” describe the responsibility or 426

functionality of the job title, while low-frequency 427

words are usually noise or person-specific words. 428

Then, we select the Top-200 tokens with the highest 429

frequency as TOP tags for each dataset. 430

Top 10 words 
manager assistant
sales service
customer representative
specialist office
associate administrative

Last 10 words 
chicago telephony
buying premier
pcs fisrt
c&amp northern
boiler counterperson

(a) CB12.

Top 10 words 
agent assistant
responsable vendeuse
production preparateur
comptable service
commercial secretaire

Last 10 words 
nounou italien
toulouse c.a.o
avril b2c
cofondateur prep
ling systemer

(b) Randstad.

Figure 4: Word frequency distribution, where the red
line represents the average value. Top10 words are
sorted by frequency, and Last10 are randomly selected
from the words with a frequency of 2.

A.4 Baseline Description 431

We explore the following network embedding meth- 432

ods on our proposed graphs to learn job title rep- 433

resentation. According to the type of graph, the 434

network embedding methods are naturally divided 435

into Homogeneous and Heterogeneous . Then, we 436

further categorize each category into Unsupervised 437

and Semi-Supervised according to whether node 438

labels are provided for learning. 439

Homogeneous&Unsupervised 440

• Node2Vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016): is an 441
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extension of DeepWalk with a biased random442

walk process for neighborhood exploration.443

Homogeneous&Semi-supervised:444

• GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016): is a semi-445

supervised GNN that generalizes the convo-446

lutional operation to homogeneous graphs.447

• GAT (Veličković et al., 2017): uses a self-448

attention strategy to learn the importance be-449

tween a node and its neighbors.450

Heterogeneous&Unsupervised:451

• Metapath2Vec (Dong et al., 2017): performs452

meta-path-guided random walk and utilizes453

Skip-Gram to embed heterogeneous graphs.454

Heterogeneous & Semi-supervised:455

• RGCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018): is an exten-456

sion of GCN on heterogeneous graphs, intro-457

ducing relation-specific transformations based458

on the type of edges.459

• HAN (Wang et al., 2019b): proposes a hierar-460

chical attention mechanism, i.e., node-level and461

semantic-level for heterogeneous graphs.462

In addition to the comparison between network463

embedding methods, we will also compare the rep-464

resentation learned through graphs with the repre-465

sentation obtained by semantic-based methods.466

• Semantic-based: Word2Vec (W2V) (Le and467

Mikolov, 2014). The representation of a job468

title is obtained by averaging word vectors in it.469

We use word vectors trained on Google News 4470

for CB12, and a pre-trained French embedding471

model (Fauconnier, 2015) for Randstad.472

A.5 Parameter Settings473

Our implementation is based on the PyTorch ver-474

sion of the DGL package (Wang et al., 2019a).475

For job title classification, we split the data476

into training/validation/test sets with a ratio of477

60%/20%/20%. To ensure fairness, we keep the478

same data split for both methods. Each semi-479

supervised model was trained on the training set,480

and the parameters were optimized on the vali-481

dation set. The final performance was evaluated482

on the test set. Models are optimized with the483

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate484

of 1e-3, and we apply L2 regularization with value485

5e-4. We use an early stop with a patience of 100,486

4https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

i.e., if the validation loss does not decrease in 100 487

consecutive epochs, we stop training. For models 488

applying the attention mechanism, the dropout rate 489

of attention is set to 0.2. For a fair comparison, we 490

set the dimension of node embedding to 128 for all 491

the above methods, except for Word2Vec. For unsu- 492

pervised methods, node representations are learned 493

from the entire dataset. Then train the logistic 494

regression classifier simultaneously on the train- 495

ing set and validation set. For random-walk-based 496

methods include Node2Vec and methpath2vec, we 497

set the window size to 5, walk length to 10, walks 498

per node to 50, the number of negative samples to 499

5. For metapath2vec, we test all meta-paths and 500

report the best performance. We repeat each pre- 501

diction experiment ten times and report the average 502

performance in terms of Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 503

scores. 504
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